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I saw this and it made me chuckle as I too have just had a son through matric and so lets just say - I certainly do understand!!ME: So what I am wanting to add is Tonight is about looking at some logistical  aspects of the year and also to offer some practical advice to you the parents who in some ways will feel like you are doing matric for the second time… except you are not at the steering wheel … which is a bit scary – pretty much like those driving lessons you are embarking on.
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You will have seen this before . Now more than ever this applies – your boy will have had their tutor for a while. Notice the place of the boy and our places as grounding this very sturdy structure. This is also not as easy it it seems - I have sons too and they tend to have very few words for us at home often and us having their best interests at heart often feel worried. The tutor is the glue that holds this structure together and I encourage you to approach them if you have any concerns.ME:Having said this those of you who I have been fortunate to meet already will know that I very much see my role as to support you the parents and the staff and the boys in whatever way is needed academically and so part of what I hope for this evening is an opportunity for you to hear me, so that the ice is broken and you to feel comfortable meet you and your boy if you have serious concerns. You are not alone in this important year



ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

No more subject changes 

Matric Entries finalise – March and August

ID cards/ passports needed for final exams
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Matric Entries  - check carefully. March and August. No changes after this – boys get timetables printed by the WCED. When a surname has a hyphen (-) or a grave accent (è) or acute accent (é) then this will not appear on the certificate if not annotated correctly – this for when the final  UMALUSI certificate is issued..Incidentally you get a statement of results when the results are released in January and a final certificate in June of 2021. ID Needed for each exam – get in these holidays and latest in June. ID number needs to be correct before they sign. Some matrics last year struggled with university applications which had incorrect ID no on.



IMPORTANT DATES
National Benchmark tests

University open days

Be available for a week after the final matric 
examination

Release of matric results 
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National Bench Mark tests : Academic literacy and Quantitative literacy/Mathematics. Dates not out yet. They are offered on various dates  - probably best to do later rather than earlier as your son might be more ready for them. He can do it more than once. Book early to get dates of your choiceUniversity Open Days –Most info sessions are now VIRTUAL. Emails are sent regularly to advertise potentially valuable events.-Very limited in-person activity but reps are happy to do Zoom calls either individually or in groups.-Please watch the LO careers webpage for the new format launching soon. Dates fluid at present BM happy to answer any queries via email if parents are concerned about something specific.Warn re Guaranteed Acceptance/Probable acceptance/possible acceptance. Do not feel demoralized by talk of this. 



ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS

Assessments cannot be missed

Doctor’s certificate for illness

Be present
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No learners/drivers  licences ?VISA appointments at the times of assessments. We had a boy last year who got permission from a well-meaning staff member to be off school to attend an outside activity, but the permission was irrelevant when the boy had no mark for the assessment and no doctor certificate to excuse him. These assessments need to presented to the WCED.Please can you parents take control of this. Anything out of this – like national sports tours etc must be brought to me and no one else. Aside from assessment times they need to be here, especially the times when they tell you that not much is going on, like just after the examinations or just before valediction. These are crucial times when staff can make a big difference to them. Lots in place to help them. 



CALCULATION OF FINAL MARKS
Portfolio of work (SBA): 25%

Final external examination: 75%

Subjects with a practical component 

Life Orientation 

NO AGGREGATE
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SBA: 100 Marks out of 400 achieved LO:Mrs Morris : HOD LO says the following:The biggest thing I battle with is the late or non-submission of work. I suspect that parents think “it doesn’t count for points “ so boys leave it out. exams are weighted and they can’t just leave tasks and work for the exam. An A in LO is also counted as an A for many overseas universities. It’s not difficult to get an A in LO so the absence of one in an otherwise good set of results speaks volumes about a candidate.No content reduction for the courseFinal mark is the total of marks earned for each task including the final exam, which is NOT weighted higher than any other task.WCED final exam dates not published….early October suggested.No average of subjects on matric certificate



NSC PASS REQUIREMENTS

Bachelors Pass

Achieve over 50% in 4 subjects 
(aside from LO)
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Will be noted on report if not achieved this year



APPROACH TO THE MATRIC YEAR

Term 1 

Managing their programme and stress..
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Stress nowThe first, summer, term of the year is always hectic. Boys are stretched in so many ways, with sport, athletics, house events, leadership responsibilities, pre-season training, school play or musical ….. and we quite often hear about boys who feel that they are being asked to deliver too much, so that they are being assessed when they just cannot feel ready, without having adequate opportunities to prepare.. As a parent your role here is to calm them down and help them to see things in context: which tasks are urgent, which require work beforehand and which just happen in class …. and to help them look at the arithmetic to see how a mark here or there in any one assignment probably translates to no more than a smidgeon in the final end-of-year result. After all, 75% of that result comes directly and only from the end-of-year exam. Encourage them to talk it all through with their tutor – don’t whip them up into a frenzy by saying ’this is unacceptable’ and then writing to complain. And don’t for a moment suppose that it is only your son who feels this. Even the very ablest are conscious of their time being really full and of some careful planning being essential.Having said this – if you have any real concerns or your son is starting to look like this – please alert us, the tutor, BSU – we understand that all boys are different …
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If you or your son feel like this at any point please contact the tutor and the BSU



APPROACH TO THE MATRIC YEAR

Our examinations

Extra lessons

Be present 
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Our exams:Every year the boys (and sometimes their parents) console themselves by saying that Bishops deliberately sets hard exams so as to shake the boys. This is simply not true. A great deal of time and effort goes into trying to make the exams as realistic as possible – but that need not mean the mark achieved is what can be expected in finals.The biggest shock comes in when all of Grade 11 and the Grade 12 work to date gets tested in June in subjects like Maths and Science. In the run-up to finals, boys have much more time at their own disposal, plus a lot more motivation to use it for their studies. They are not learning anything new and can spend their time consolidating what they already know, practising with it and adapting it to shapes that are exam-helpful. These factors make it very plausible for a boy to improve by 10% without attending any lessons. If he also seeks help with specific difficulties, all the more is an improvement to be expected. With more than 30 days between the end of mock and the start of matric, Do the arithmetic: if a boy works for only 4 hours per day that gives him more than enough time to do a past paper and go carefully through the memo and revisit the areas he did badly on. that means he could do 5 papers in each of his subjects very comfortably, and this should result in a great deal more confidence and significantly improved marks. One tends to think of the months of October and November as pressurised, but what boys and parents need to realise is that there really is an enormous amount of time left, if it is used wisely So the key thing for everyone involved is – keep calm!We do as much as we can to keep things steady – we have the same outside invigilators invigilating all their exams . I brief the boys each time and I oversee the examinations. I allow comment on their timetable for June and Sept.extra lessons ...- encourage dissociation from class and teacher, and then they stop being extra;15 of our staff are involved in marking exams and some in setting- this expertise cannot be discounted- So rather than buy extra lessons (which are expensive and on top of the fees you are already paying us), rather DOurge the boy to use our Support sessions, which are available. I know that some departments have already identified boys who need extra support  Be present – he can’t benefit from the interventions on offer if he is not at school. All too soon it will be over ..



APPROACH TO THE MATRIC YEAR
Taking breaks 

The final stretch

The examinations and release of marks

Parental support
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Taking breaks:It would be helpful to sit down with your son and plan the holidays. He needs to take proper breaks. Breaks when there is no work hanging over him eg I am going to catch up on some stuff for the first 2 days of this holiday and then break for the rest . In June a significant break is needed . After mock they need to remain focused enough to check their scripts and benefit from what they see there. They need to free for the matric dance and for last break in Sept before the run up to Finals . But also not 10 days of break.The final stretchLast day of Term 3: viewing scriptsSo the last Wednesday of term will be devoted to letting Matrics do just that, and all boys should really make the effort to be there.There is the added advantage that if some error in adding up marks has been made, that can be spotted before reports are finalised. Fixing reports later, with pressure of university deadlines, becomes problematic. First days of term 4During the holidays the teachers too will do some thinking, and so when we ask matrics to come for the first four lessons of each day, those lessons will follow a plan, in each subject , and that plan will be based on what gets revealed by mock performances. While I know many boys will feel they can study better at home, it is not true to say that our teachers add no value, even at this late stage, bearing in mind their matric marking experience. Last year there were over 37 subject results that were 79% and a further 25at 78%, 11 at 69% another 16 at 49 or 59: I believe that some last-minute attention could have benefited these people and helped them to cross those thresholds. Maybe the point count is not hugely affected, but we all know there is great emotional charge attached to the idea of an new symbol.We are asking for parents’ support here – but I will clarify later exactly what I mean by support. The exams happen and most boys find it the most relaxed of their  lives and in early Jan you come to the school and the marks are released. I will email you details .You have a narrow window in which you can apply for a recheck, remark or review.Parental Support “Being available for comment and comfort, but a step away”It is very difficult to sit by and watch and hope: you remember times of your own when you responded to pressure  You need to accept that in all likelihood your son has a. understood the significance of these exams, b. understood what he actually needs to do to be ready, c. got a plan.But you become part of the problem, and not a solution, if you put inappropriate pressure on your boy. If he is sitting around idle, that is not necessarily bad – on the contrary, if he is to work effectively there must be idle patches in between. But those patches must be genuinely idle, not taken up with justifying his idleness or getting himself into a stew because someone is nagging him or worrying because he is falling behind his schedule.   I would however say that bed-time (getting in and getting out) should be monitored carefully. The circadian rhythm is easily disrupted, and adjusts slowly; research shows that a two-hour nap is a poor substitute for an hour’s proper sleep, so catching up on sleep during the day is not a good plan, and going without it at night is very bad.  Regular hours are what is needed for the long haul, and that means going to bed at much the same time each night, and (just as importantly) getting up at much the same time each morning, even if there is no exam or class to go to. But that does not mean he should not go out: if he has a plan, and is sticking reasonably to it, there should be plenty of time for relaxation with family and with friends, for TV and for going out Encourage him to go to school, and help him to do that  Visit him while he is working at his desk, often with a treat like a cup of tea or a chocolate. This is not to check up on him, but to let him know that you appreciate the loneliness of study, and that you admire him for sticking to it – and that you are available for a chat if he (that is “he” and not “you”) needs to talk something through. Being available for comment and comfort, but a step away”I cannot emphasize enough that your job is support. Over many years we have had consistently good results – were they all gifted pupils – no but we do know that our staff get it right in terms of their preparation of the boys and also a good balance of nurturing and challenging them. We also know that the boys do realise the significance of this year and step up to the challenge. Trust us and them… You see they do all get there in the end and walk away strongly and proudly …  � 



Walking away from the final exam 
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